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Software Engineering Economics is an invaluable guide to determining software costs, applying the fundamental concepts of microeconomics to software engineering, and
utilizing economic analysis in software engineering decision making.
Perfect for anyone (students or engineers) preparing for the FE exam; Endorsed by a former Director of Exams from the NCEES Describes exam structure, exam day strategies,
exam scoring, and passing rate statistics; All problems in SI units in line with the new exam format Covers all the topics on the FE exam, carefully matching exam structure:
Mathematics, Statics, Dynamics, Mechanics of Materials, Fluid Mechanics, Thermodynamics, Electrical Circuits, Materials Engineering, Chemistry, Computers, Ethics, and
Engineering Economy; Each chapter is written by an expert in the field, contains a thorough review of the topic as covered on the test, and ends with practice problems and
detailed solutions Includes a complete eight-hour sample exam with 120 morning (AM) questions, 60 general afternoon (PM) questions, and complete step-by-step solutions to all
problems; 918 problems total: 60% text; 40% problems and solutions
Fundamentals of Engineering EconomicsPrentice Hall
Part I: Process design -- Introduction to design -- Process flowsheet development -- Utilities and energy efficient design -- Process simulation -- Instrumentation and process
control -- Materials of construction -- Capital cost estimating -- Estimating revenues and production costs -- Economic evaluation of projects -- Safety and loss prevention -General site considerations -- Optimization in design -- Part II: Plant design -- Equipment selection, specification and design -- Design of pressure vessels -- Design of reactors
and mixers -- Separation of fluids -- Separation columns (distillation, absorption and extraction) -- Specification and design of solids-handling equipment -- Heat transfer
equipment -- Transport and storage of fluids.
Callister and Rethwisch's Fundamentals of Materials Science and Engineering 4th Edition continues to take the integrated approach to the organization of topics. That is, one
specific structure, characteristic, or property type at a time is discussed for all three basic material types: metals, ceramics, and polymeric materials. This order of presentation
allows for the early introduction of non-metals and supports the engineer's role in choosing materials based upon their characteristics. Also discussed are new, cutting-edge
materials. Using clear, concise terminology that is familiar to students, Fundamentals presents material at an appropriate level for both student comprehension and instructors
who may not have a materials background.
Wind Turbines addresses all those professionally involved in research, development, manufacture and operation of wind turbines. It provides a cross-disciplinary overview of
modern wind turbine technology and an orientation in the associated technical, economic and environmental fields. It is based on the author's experience gained over decades
designing wind energy converters with a major industrial manufacturer and, more recently, in technical consulting and in the planning of large wind park installations, with special
attention to economics. The second edition accounts for the emerging concerns over increasing numbers of installed wind turbines. In particular, an important new chapter has
been added which deals with offshore wind utilisation. All advanced chapters have been extensively revised and in some cases considerably extended
Advanced Engineering Economics, Second Edition, provides an integrated framework for understanding and applying project evaluation and selection concepts that are critical to
making informed individual, corporate, and public investment decisions. Grounded in the foundational principles of economic analysis, this well-regarded reference describes a
comprehensive range of central topics, from basic concepts such as accounting income and cash flow, to more advanced techniques including deterministic capital budgeting,
risk simulation, and decision tree analysis. Fully updated throughout, the second edition retains the structure of its previous iteration, covering basic economic concepts and
techniques, deterministic and stochastic analysis, and special topics in engineering economics analysis. New and expanded chapters examine the use of transform techniques in
cash flow modeling, procedures for replacement analysis, the evaluation of public investments, corporate taxation, utility theory, and more. Now available as interactive eBook,
this classic volume is essential reading for both students and practitioners in fields including engineering, business and economics, operations research, and systems analysis.
With the increasing reliance on digital means to transact goods that are retail and communication based, e-services continue to develop as key applications for business, finance, industry and
innovation.Electronic Services: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications is an all-inclusive research collection covering the latest studies on the consumption, delivery and availability
of e-services. This multi-volume book contains over 100 articles, making it an essential reference for the evolving e-services discipline.
??????????????????
This best-selling book provides a sound understanding of the principles, basic concepts, and methodology of engineering economy. This user-friendly book is extensively revised and updated
to reflect current trends and issues, with an emphasis on the economics of engineering design throughout. A useful reference for engineers interested in reviewing the basic principles of
engineering economy.
The Best-Selling Book for FE Exam Preparation The FE Review Manual is the most trusted FE exam preparation book. Gain a better understanding of key concepts and save prep time by
reviewing FE exam topics and NCEES Handbook equations in a single location. These equations, along with NCEES Handbook figures and tables, are distinguished in green text for easy
cross-referencing. Use the 13 diagnostic exams to identify where you need the most review and improve your problem-solving skills with over 1,200 practice problems. You can also look for
PPI's new discipline-specific FE review manuals: FE Civil Review Manual FE Mechanical Review Manual FE Other Disciplines Review Manual Entrust your FE exam preparation to the FE
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Review Manual and get the power to pass the first time—guaranteed—or we'll refund your purchase price. FE exam coverage in 54 easy-to-read chapters 13 topic-specific diagnostic exams
Green text to identify equations, figures, and tables found in the NCEES Handbook Over 1,200 practice problems with step-by-step solutions SI units throughout Sample study schedule
Comprehensive, easy-to-use index Exam tips and advice Topics Covered Include Biology Chemistry Computers, Measurement, and Controls Conversion Factors Dynamics Electric Circuits
Engineering Economics Ethics Fluid Mechanics Materials Science/Structure of Matter Mathematics Mechanics of Materials Statics Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer Transport Phenomena
Units and Fundamental Constants _____________________________ Since 1975, more than 2 million people preparing for their engineering, surveying, architecture, LEED®, interior design,
and landscape architecture exams have entrusted their exam prep to PPI. For more information, visit us at www.ppi2pass.com.
Fundamentals of Engineering Economic Analysis offers a powerful, visually-rich approach to the subject—delivering streamlined yet rigorous coverage of the use of economic analysis
techniques in engineering design. This award-winning textbook provides an impressive array of pedagogical tools to maximize student engagement and comprehension, including learning
objectives, key term definitions, comprehensive case studies, classroom discussion questions, and challenging practice problems. Clear, topically—organized chapters guide students from
fundamental concepts of borrowing, lending, investing, and time value of money, to more complex topics such as capitalized and future worth, external rate of return, deprecation, and after-tax
economic analysis. This fully-updated second edition features substantial new and revised content that has been thoroughly re-designed to support different learning and teaching styles.
Numerous real-world vignettes demonstrate how students will use economics as practicing engineers, while plentiful illustrations, such as cash flow diagrams, reinforce student understanding
of underlying concepts. Extensive digital resources now provide an immersive interactive learning environment, enabling students to use integrated tools such as Excel. The addition of the
WileyPLUS platform provides tutorials, videos, animations, a complete library of Excel video lessons, and much more.
A world list of books in the English language.
Purposeful Engineering Economics stands as a unique and highly original complement to the traditional engineering economics curriculum. This primarily narrative text conveys the essence of
an "Austrian" economic perspective on cash flow analysis and decision making in engineering without extensive tables and graphs and requires very little mathematics. The book’s objective is
to add a new perspective to the usual study of cash flow analysis and solely econometric engineering decision making. The author draws on the methodology of the Austrian Economists—a
school of economic thought that bases its study of economic phenomena on the interpretation and analysis of the purposeful actions of individuals. The book includes an array of illustrative
case studies examined in detail by the author and emphasizes the importance of market processes and price signals to coordinate engineering plans.
Contents: Mathematical and Physical Units, Standards, and Tables; Mathematics; Mechanics of Rigid Bodies; Mechanics of Deformable Bodies; Mechanics Of Incompressible Fluids; Aeronautics;
Astronautics; Automatic Control; Computer Science; Engineering Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer; Electromagnetics and Circuits; Electronics; Radiation, Light, and Acoustics; Chemistry; Engineering
Economics; Properties of Materials. Index.
This is a ... textbook for teaching design to undergraduate engineering students. [The text] design[s] process and methodology, with a particular emphasis on problem formulation and concept generation. In
addition, [it] includes engineering economics, project planning, professional and social context of dosing, information acquisition and communication skills, probabilistic considerations, decisional, and
optimization.-Pref. to the 1st ed. Engineering design concepts are as fundamental to undergraduate engineering education as the traditional sciences ... Thus the book can be used in design courses within
any engineering discipline and at any level from first year to capstone design.-Back cover.
???PMBOK??(?5?)?????,???PMBOK??(?5?)????,???47????????????????????????,?????.?????????????,??????,??????,???????.
A new edition of the classic text explaining the fundamentals of competitive electricity marketsnow updated to reflect the evolution of these markets and the large scale deployment of generation from
renewable energy sources The introduction of competition in the generation and retail of electricity has changed the ways in which power systems function. The design and operation of successful competitive
electricity markets requires a sound understanding of both power systems engineering and underlying economic principles of a competitive market. This extensively revised and updated edition of the classic
text on power system economics explains the basic economic principles underpinning the design, operation, and planning of modern power systems in a competitive environment. It also discusses the
economics of renewable energy sources in electricity markets, the provision of incentives, and the cost of integrating renewables in the grid. Fundamentals of Power System Economics, Second Edition looks
at the fundamental concepts of microeconomics, organization, and operation of electricity markets, market participants strategies, operational reliability and ancillary services, network congestion and related
LMP and transmission rights, transmission investment, and generation investment. It also expands the chapter on generation investmentsdiscussing capacity mechanisms in more detail and the need for
capacity markets aimed at ensuring that enough generation capacity is available when renewable energy sources are not producing due to lack of wind or sun. Retains the highly praised first editions focus
and philosophy on the principles of competitive electricity markets and application of basic economics to power system operating and planning Includes an expanded chapter on power system operation that
addresses the challenges stemming from the integration of renewable energy sources Addresses the need for additional flexibility and its provision by conventional generation, demand response, and energy
storage Discusses the effects of the increased uncertainty on system operation Broadens its coverage of transmission investment and generation investment Supports self-study with end-of-chapter problems
and instructors with solutions manual via companion website Fundamentals of Power System Economics, Second Edition is essential reading for graduate and undergraduate students, professors, practicing
engineers, as well as all others who want to understand how economics and power system engineering interact.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING ESSENTIALS Volume I: The Engineering Fundamentals FOURTH EDITION A multi- text software engineering course or courses (based on the 2013 IEEE SWEBOK) for
undergraduate and graduate university students A self-teaching IEEE CSDP/CADA certificate exam training course based on the Computer Society's CSDP exam specifications These software engineering
books serves two separate but connected audiences and roles: 1.Software engineers who wish to study for and pass either or both of the IEEE Computer Society's software engineering certification exams.
The Certified Software Development Professional (CSDP) and is awarded to software engineers who have 5 to 7 years of software development experience and pass the CSDP exam. This certification was
instituted in 2001 and establishes that the certificate holder is a competent software engineer in most areas of software engineering such as: Software project manager Software developer Software
configuration manager Software quality-assurance expert Software test lead And so forth The other certificate is for recent software engineering graduates or self-taught software engineers and is designated
Certified Software Development Associate (CDSA). The CSDA also requires passing an exam, but does not require any professional experience. 2.University students who are taking (or reading) a BS or MS
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degree in software engineering, or practicing software engineers who want to update their knowledge. This book was originally written as a guide to help software engineers take and pass the IEEE CSDP
exam. However several reviewers commented that this book would also make a good university text book for a undergraduate or graduate course in software engineering. So the original books were modified
to be applicable to both tasks. The SWEBOK (Software Engineering Body of Knowledge) is a major milestone in the development and publicity of software engineering technology. However it needs to be
noted that SWEBOK was NOT developed as a software engineering tutorial or textbook. The SWEBOK is intended to catalog software engineering concepts, not teach them. The new, three-volume, fourth
edition, Software Engineering Essentials, by Drs. Richard Hall Thayer and Merlin Dorfman attempts to fill this void. This new software engineering text expands on and replaces the earlier two-volume, thirdedition, Software Engineering books which was also written by Thayer and Dorfman and published by the IEEE Computer Society Press [2006]. These new Volumes I and II offer a complete and detailed
overview of software engineering as defined in IEEE SWEBOK 2013. These books provide a thorough analysis of software development in requirements analysis, design, coding, testing, and maintenance,
plus the supporting processes of configuration management, quality assurance, verification and validation, and reviews and audits. To keep up with evolution of the software industry (as expressed through
evolution of the SWEBOK Guide, CSDP/CSDA, and the curriculum guidelines) a third volume in the Soft-ware Engineering series is needed. This third volume contains: Software Engineering Measurements
Software Engineering Economics Computer Foundations Mathematics Foundations Engineering Foundations This three-volume, Software Engineering Essentials series, provides an overview snapshot of the
software state of the practice in a form that is a lot easier to digest than the SWEBOK Guide. The three-volume set is also a valuable reference (useful well beyond undergraduate and graduate software
engineering university programs) that provides a concise survey of the depth and breadth of software engineering. These new KAs exist so that software engineers can demonstrate a mastery of scientific
technology and engineering. This is in answer to the criticism of software engineering that it does not contain enough engineering to qualify it as an engineering discipline."
???????????????
This is a 2 volume set including a 288 page Study Guide plus a 144-page Solution Manual. The manual was contributed by 10 professors. It is a review of Mathematics, Chemistry, Statics, Fluid Mechanics,
Strength of Materials, Thermodynamics, Electric Circuits, Engineering Economy, ComputerScience and Systems plus 550 EIT problems with detailed solutions. 50% text, 50% Problems and solutions. The
two items are shrink-wrapped together.
"We are pleased to present Fundamentals of Engineering Eco- nomic Analysis 2nd edition, a fully up to date text to serve an undergraduate engineering economics course. Building upon the successful
award-winning first edition, the new text continues to offer a streamlined delivery of engineering econ fundamentals. In its first edition, the text was carefully opti- mized to serve a 1- semester, 1-3 credit-hour
course without sacrificing rigor or essential content. The core content and approach of Fundamentals of Engineering Economic Anal- ysis are built on the strong foundation of Principles of Engi- neering
Economic Analysis, now in its sixth edition, by John A. White, Kenneth E. Case, and David B. Pratt. As such, the content has been thoroughly and successfully class-tested, and reflects decades' worth of
accuracy checking"-????????
Although technology and productivity has changed much of engineering, many topics are still taught in very similarly to how they were taught in the 70s. Using a new approach to engineering economics,
Systems Life Cycle Costing: Economic Analysis, Estimation, and Management presents the material that a modern engineer must understand to work as a practicing engineer conducting economic analysis.
Organized around a product development process that provides a framework for the material, the book presents techniques such as engineering economics and simulation-based costing (SBC), with a focus
on total life cycle understanding and perspective and introduces techniques for detailed analysis of modern complex systems. The author includes rules of thumb for estimation grouped with the methods,
processes, and tools (MPTs) for conducting a detailed engineering buildup for costing. He presents the estimating costing of complex systems and software and then explores concepts such as design to cost
(DTC), cost as an independent variable (CAIV), the role of commercial off-the-shelf technology, cost of quality, and the role of project management in LCC management. No product or services are immune
from cost, performance, schedule, quality, risks, and tradeoffs. Yet engineers spend most of their formal education focused on performance and most of their professional careers worrying about resources
and schedule. Too often, the design stage becomes about the technical performance without considering the downstream costs that contribute to the tota1 life cycle costs (LCC) of a system. This text
presents the methods, processes, and tools needed for the economic analysis, estimation, and management that bring these costs in line with the goals of pleasing the customer and staying within budget.
'Practice makes perfect' is as applicable to passing FE Exam as it is to anything else. This is the "Second Edition" of study guide and it is also centered on the idea of 'problem-based learning'. It contains over
500 focused problems with detailed solutions including Alternative-Item Types. It covers all sections of NCEES(r) FE Electrical and Computer exam specification including: Mathematics - Probability and
Statistics - Ethics and Professional Practice - Engineering Economics - Properties of Electrical Materials - Engineering Sciences - Circuit Analysis - Linear Systems Signal Processing - Electronics - Power Electromagnetics - Control Systems - Communications Computer Networks - Digital Systems - Computer Systems - Software Development. This study guide is specially designed to assist students in
developing familiarity with NCEES(r) FE Reference Handbook which is the only allowed reference material during FE exam. Students will find relevant reference details and section specific tips at the
beginning of each chapter. Target audience of this book includes final year college students, new graduates as well as seasoned professionals who have been out of school for some time.
For Engineering Economics courses, found in departments of Industrial, Civil, Mechanical, and Electrical Engineering. This text is also useful for any individual interested in the field of Industrial, Civil,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. From the author of the best-selling Contemporary Engineering Economics text, Fundamentals of Engineering Economics offers a concise, but in-depth coverage of all
fundamental topics of Engineering Economics.
A comprehensive textbook presenting techniques for the analysis and characterization of shale plays Significant reserves of hydrocarbons cannot be extracted using conventional methods. Improvements in
techniques such as horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have increased access to unconventional hydrocarbon resources, ushering in the “shale boom” and disrupting the energy sector.
Unconventional Hydrocarbon Resources: Techniques for Reservoir Engineering Analysis covers the geochemistry, petrophysics, geomechanics, and economics of unconventional shale oil plays. The text
uses a step-by-step approach to demonstrate industry-standard workflows for calculating resource volume and optimizing the extraction process. Volume highlights include: Methods for rock and fluid
characterization of unconventional shale plays A workflow for analyzing wells with stimulated reservoir volume regions An unconventional approach to understanding of fluid flow through porous media A
comprehensive summary of discoveries of massive shale resources worldwide Data from Eagle Ford, Woodford, Wolfcamp, and The Bakken shale plays Examples, homework assignments, projects, and
access to supplementary online resources Hands-on teaching materials for use in petroleum engineering software applications The American Geophysical Union promotes discovery in Earth and space
science for the benefit of humanity. Its publications disseminate scientific knowledge and provide resources for researchers, students, and professionals.
"This book examines current, state-of-the-art research in the area of service sectors and their interactions, linkages, applications, and support using information systems"--Provided by publisher.
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The Maritime Engineering Reference Book is a one-stop source for engineers involved in marine engineering and naval architecture. In this essential reference, Anthony F. Molland has brought together the
work of a number of the world's leading writers in the field to create an inclusive volume for a wide audience of marine engineers, naval architects and those involved in marine operations, insurance and other
related fields. Coverage ranges from the basics to more advanced topics in ship design, construction and operation. All the key areas are covered, including ship flotation and stability, ship structures,
propulsion, seakeeping and maneuvering. The marine environment and maritime safety are explored as well as new technologies, such as computer aided ship design and remotely operated vehicles
(ROVs). Facts, figures and data from world-leading experts makes this an invaluable ready-reference for those involved in the field of maritime engineering. Professor A.F. Molland, BSc, MSc, PhD, CEng,
FRINA. is Emeritus Professor of Ship Design at the University of Southampton, UK. He has lectured ship design and operation for many years. He has carried out extensive research and published widely on
ship design and various aspects of ship hydrodynamics. * A comprehensive overview from best-selling authors including Bryan Barrass, Rawson and Tupper, and David Eyres * Covers basic and advanced
material on marine engineering and Naval Architecture topics * Have key facts, figures and data to hand in one complete reference book
This unified examination of economic analysis principles from a cash flow viewpoint, provides a systematic, 7-step approach for performing a comparison of investment alternatives. It offers comprehensive
coverage of cost concepts, inflation, ACRS and modern methods of depreciation, income taxes, economic analysis. It features more current economy examples, a new chapter on reality issues, and new
material on non-manufacturing examples.
This title offers an overview of the fundamentals and practice applications of probability and statistics, microeconomics, engineering economics, hard and soft systems analysis, and sustainable development
and sustainability applications in engineering planning.
Written by teachers and successful entrepreneurs, this textbook includes guidance, instruction and practical lessons for the prospective entrepreneur.
"All of the basic principles, techniques, and tools of undergraduate engineering economics are covered in this second edition. The textual material, examples, and problems are designed to meet the needs of
a two- or three-semester/ quarter credit hour service course for all disciplines of engineering, engineering technology, and engineering management. The printed and electronic versions are suitable for
different course formats. Especially helpful are the website-based podcasts, which incorporate voice-over animated and annotated PPT slides. These podcasts serve as supplemental and support materials
for students in any course format- resident, online, or distance education"-The authors cover two general topics: basic engineering economics and risk analysis in this text. Within the topic of engineering economics are discussions on the time value of money and interest
relationships. These interest relationships are used to define certain project criteria that are used by engineers and project managers to select the best economic choice among several alternatives. Projects
examined will include both income- and service-producing investments. The effects of escalation, inflation, and taxes on the economic analysis of alternatives are discussed. Risk analysis incorporates the
concepts of probability and statistics in the evaluation of alternatives. This allows management to determine the probability of success or failure of the project. Two types of sensitivity analyses are presented.
The first is referred to as the range approach while the second uses probabilistic concepts to determine a measure of the risk involved. The authors have designed the text to assist individuals to prepare to
successfully complete the economics portions of the Fundamentals of Engineering Exam. Table of Contents: Introduction / Interest and the Time Value of Money / Project Evaluation Methods / Service
Producing Investments / Income Producing Investments / Determination of Project Cash Flow / Financial Leverage / Basic Statistics and Probability / Sensitivity Analysis
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